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What knowledge and understanding will be gained this term? 

Year 9 is about applying a variety of skills and approaches previously explored at key stage 3 but in a 
format reminiscent of a GCSE student. Throughout the academic year the four assessment objectives 
needed to achieve a GCSE will be explored and evidence created. This will include drawing and 
recording from images and actual natural forms towards producing a response to artists who have 
explored natural forms in their own work. Three key artists who will be explored are; Karl Blossfeldt, 
Georgia O’Keefe and Robert Kushner. All three artists worked at different periods of the two centuries 
and in the case of Robert Kushner still do work to this day. Students will explore the techniques of 
observational drawing and painting towards printmaking and the creation of their own work inspired by 
nature and the techniques and processes explored from artist analysis. The refinement of drawing and 
painting will come from sustained studies, which in turn will be used as inspiration for their own painting 
and printmaking. 

 

What skills will be acquired and developed this term? 

The development of what is known as the formal elements is key to success in art. These include the 
ability to record through drawing images either form real life or from photographs. The formal elements 
refer to the ability to record the changing tones, textures and details through a variety of mark making 
techniques and in a variety of materials. These also include the ability to review, modify and refine these 
recordings through refining sustained studies as they progress. The level at which the student can 
manipulate but control these various elements are what are key to the judgments made as regards the 
level at which the students are working towards. Students in year 9 will explore these formal elements 
through pencil drawing, painting and printmaking alongside what is known as contextual studies. This 
refers to the ability to apply ones knowledge of materials and techniques in critiquing their own, peers 
and established artist and designers from history. There is also a need to understand the sociological 
context in which differing artist work and the impact of the artist work on their audience. We explore 
contextual studies through discussion and verbal feedback and through the students’ literacy as part of 
prep and presentation. All work from year 9 will be presented as a mini portfolio of work in preparation for 
those wishing to pursue GCSE art in year 10 and 11. 

 

What will be the Key Assessment(s) during this term? 

We will assess various elements of the students’ portfolio over the term and a half scheme of work. This 
will be recorded on a portfolio tracking sheet once either a task is completed in full or enough evidence of 
an assessment objective has been produce to make a valued judgement. We will be assessing four main 
areas of study;  
 
Assessment Objective 1 - The exploration of art and artists (including analysis and literacy) 
Assessment Objective 2 – Creative exploration and refinement (review, modify and refine) 
Assessment Objective 3 – Recording and development of skills (control of skills through drawing) 
Assessment Objective 4 – Presenting work and responding to above with own artwork (Final pieces) 
 
In some cases, individual work will be targeted using either our yellow sticker and/or our portfolio tracker 
or a body of work will be reviewed and a more general assessment objective target set for 
improvement/development as regards meeting a specific objective and/or quality of the application of 
skill. 

 

 



How can you help? 

Support can be provided through the encouragement of pursuing tasks through mistakes, adversity and 
challenge. Skills in art can only be developed when mistakes are made, reviewed, modified and refined. 
This often means having to work through problems. Any skill will improve when it is pursued again and 
again. Practicing a classroom task or suggested task independently will always help support this 
development and should be encouraged. When exploring artist and art, the first port of call is often the 
internet and a ‘Google’ search. This is not always an issue, however like most subjects reading around 
various sources is needed to be fully informed. Being able to see art in galleries and or in situe is often 
more compelling and has a better impact than on a screen, so the visiting of galleries is always 
encouraged. Literacy is important in all subjects including art. Students are encouraged to read through 
written tasks and amend any grammatic and literacy mistakes before handing in work to be marked 
and/or assessed. Monitoring prep via ‘ShowMyHomework’ would help tremendously as guidance and 
progress is supported through our delivery and execution of prep throughout all units. 

 

Recommended Reading, supportive websites and other resources  

All support sheets and assessment sheets can often be found on the school ‘ShowMyHomework’ page. 
Additional support on artist research and information can be found on gallery sites such as the Tate 
gallery website, Saatchi gallery website, National Gallery website and many additional established 
national and independent galleries. Skills based activities can also be supported when attending after 
school workshops and extra-curricular activities. There are often interesting programmes on artists and 
art movements on many of the main TV channels such as BBC Four and the SkyArts 1 channel. 
Workshops, tutorials can also be found on YouTube and other online resources. 

 https://photographyproject.uk 

 https://www.tate.org.uk 

 https://www.barbican.org.uk 

 https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/home.html 

 https://whitecube.com/exhibitions 

 https://www.timeout.com/london 

 https://www.studentartguide.com 

 https://thephotographersgallery.org.uk 

 https://emptyeasel.com 
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